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New Headway Pre-Intermediate 4th Edition Vocabulary Quizzes RIKS Education

UNIT 1

Match the words with their definitions.

1. aboriginal adj a. extremely surprising
2. accident n b. a group of young people who spend time together, often fighting with other groups
3. amazing adj c. a room or building which we use for showing works of art
4. another time d. when two people who have never met each other go out for a romantic meeting
5. art gallery n e. a friendly expression that we say before drinking an alcohol
6. as many as f. a person who has lived in a country/continent from earliest time
7. attractive adj g. narrow sticks that we use for eating East Asian food
8. blind date n h. smb whose job is to teach people to improve at a sport, skill, or school subject
9. borrow V i. a country in southeastern Europe
10. Bulgaria n j. different time
11. Cheers! k. smooth, with no high or hollow parts
12. chopsticks pin 1. to get sth from smb with the intention of giving it back after some time
13. coach n m. exactly so much as
14. cosmopolitan

adj
n. very pleasing in appearance or sound

15. couple n o. to cause smb to feel nervous, worried or uncomfortable
16. dates pin p. having people and things from many different parts of the world
17. embarrass v q. sth bad which happens that is not expected
18. excited adj r. first idea or opinion about smb
19. first

impression n
s. the sweet fruit of various types of palm tree

20. flat adj t. feeling very happy and enthusiastic
21. gang n u. two people who are married or in a romantic relationship

1. Goodness! a. when smb admires or respects you because of sth that you did or said
2. greet v b. a running race of over 26 miles
3. Have a good 

weekend!
c. a meeting in which smb asks you questions to see if you are suitable for a job

4. hurry n d. an advanced college or university degree
5. impress v e. used to express any strong emotion, especially surprise
6. interview n f. smb who takes a message or documents from one person to another
7. It doesn't 

matter
g. to welcome smb with particular words

8. journey n h. actions or decision which produce unwanted results
9. mainly adv i. used to wish smb good time
10. marathon n j. increasingly
11. Master's

degree
k. the need to move or do things more quickly than normal

12. messenger n 1. a polite way to thank smb
13. mistakes pin m. used to say that smth is not important
14. more and 

more
n. sound, which is unpleasant or loud

15. my pleasure o. the act of travelling from one place to another
16. nervous adj p. used to tell smb not to worry about smth because it is not important
17. never mind q. usually or to a large degree
18. noise n r. worried and anxious
19. nothing much s. said when two things in comparrison are the same
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1. notice n a. furniture that has been designed for smb to sit on
2. oldest adj b. quick, short movements
3. opening n c. a board, piece of paper with information/ instructions
4. percentage n d. particular physical forms or appearances of something
5. pleased to 

meet you
e. from a period in the past

6. progress v f. to go with smb to all parts of a place that they have not visited before
7. raisins pl n g. a ceremony at the beginning of an event or activity
8. readers pl n h. to make smb stop talking or making a noise
9. reporter n i. an amount of sth, expressed as a number out of 100
10. seat n j. any of the 12 symbols which represent zodiac parts
11. shake v k. happy or satisfied to meet you
12. shapes pl n l. such big amount of smth
13. show round v m. to improve or develop in skills, knowledge
14. Shut up! n. achieving the results that you wanted
15. signs pl n o. dried black grapes
16. so many things p. consider, reckon
17. successful adj q. people who read for pleasure
18. sunshine n r. the light and heat that come from the sun
19. suppose v s. a person who discovers information about news and describes them for a mass media
20. survey n t. an examination of opinions, behaviour, etc. made by asking people questions

1. swap v a. a building where people can watch a performance
2. table manners 

pl n
b. to think about problems

3. theatre n c. to share interests, experiences or other characteristics with sb or sth
4. to have in 

common v
d. to have clothing, jewellery, etc. on your body

5. train v e. to exchange
6. Turkish adj f. to prepare by learning skills and/or by mental or physical exercise
7. wear v g. related to Turkey
8. wise adj h. having the ability to make good judgments
9. worry v i. the way you eat your food, especially when eating a meal with others
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UNIT 2

Match the words with their definitions.

1. actually adv a. feeling fear or worry
2. afraid adj b. wishing you had what another person has
3. architect n c. in fact or really
4. article n d. showing enthusiasm (a feeling of energetic interest)
5. average n e. a person whose job is to design new buildings
6. behave v f. a type of music with the similar sounds produced by electronic devices
7. bright-red adj g. a piece of writing on a particular subject in a newspaper
8. Cheer-upl h. to copy programs or information into a computer's memory, especially from the Internet or 

a larger computer
9. chill out v i. usual, typical
10. clubs pin j. unhappy and without hope for the future
11. currently adv k. to act in a particular way
12. dance music n 1. to need the help and support of smb or sth
13. deaf adj m. shiny red
14. depend on v n. unable to hear completely or partly
15. depressed adj o. a loud shout of approval or encouragement
16. download v p. a type of music with a strong beat played usually in nightclubs
17. electro music n q. to relax completely
18. energetic adj r. existing or happening now
19. enthusiastic adj s. places where people go because they want to dance and drink
20. envious adj t. having or involving a lot of energy

1. extraordinary
adj

a. a large amount of money, goods, property

2. failures pin b. to increase in size or amount, or to become more developed
3. feel at home c. a performance by a musician or group of musicians, especially playing modern or pop music
4. festivals pin d. very unusual, special or strange
5. flavour n e. when the body is free from illness, or the state of being well
6. fortune n f. showing or expressing thanks, especially to another person
7. gig л g. when smb or sth does not succeed
8. grateful adj h. the activity of running at a slow regular speed
9. grow V i. to feel comfortable and relaxed
10. happiness n j. more im porta^t^m ore serious than others of the same type
11. health n k. a special religious day or period with its own social activities, food or ceremonies
12. huge adj 1. a state of sleeping and relaxing
13. image n m. a coloured substance that women put on their lips to make them more attractive
14. jar n n. how food or drink tastes
15. jealous adj o. great happiness
16. jogging n p. a picture in your mind or an idea of how smb or sth is
17. joy n q. the feeling of being happy
18. lie-in n r. a glass or clay container
19. lipstick n s. unhappy and angry because you think smb might take sth or smb that you love away from 

you
20. major adj t. extremely large in size or amount

1. marketing n a. the act of deciding how to do sth
2. Mind you own 

business!
b. on the way smb travels

3. neighbour n c. enjoyment, happiness or satisfaction
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4. obviously adv d. a record or CD which has only one main song on it
5. on the way e. intelligent, or able to think quickly and cleverly in difficult situations
6. on their own f. sth that is made to be sold
7. opportunity n g. someone who lives very near to you
8. ordinary adj h. unusual or special and that's why surprising and worth mentioning
9. planning n i. alone (by themselves)
10. pleasure n j. a pleasant feeling which you get when you receive sth you wanted
11. product n k. the way in which two or more people feel and behave towards each other
12. relationship n l. in a way that is easy to understand or see
13. remarkable adj m. a piece of information that is only known by one person or a few people and should not be 

told to others
14. satisfaction n n. a musical instrument made of metal which is played by blowing through a reed and pressing 

the metal keys to produce notes
15. saxophone n o. the number of points, goals, etc. achieved in a game or competition
16. score n p. an occasion or situation which makes it possible to do sth that you want
17. secret n q. a valuable shiny white metal that is used for making utensils
18. selling n r. we used it tell smb rudely that do not want them to ask about sth private
19. silver n s. to give sth to smb else in return for money
20. single n t. not different or special; usual
21. smart adj u. job that involves encouraging people to buy a product or service

1. stressed adj a. an occasion when people meet in the afternoon to drink tea and eat some food
2. suspicious adj b. having no job that provides money
3. tea party n c. people who are not adult or old yet
4. unemployed

adj
d. worried and nervous

5. unusual adj e. different from others i.e. that is surprising, interesting or attractive
6. young people 

pl n
f. making you feel that sth illegal or wrong is happening
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UNIT 3

Match the words with their definitions.

1. activate v a. an unusual, exciting and dangerous activity such as a journey
2. admire v b. to defeat or do better than smb
3. adventure n c. to understand that sth is valuable and when you are thanking someone or showing that you 

are grateful
4. adventurer n d. to harm or spoil sth
5. appreciate v e. to break up into pieces violently
6. argument n f. to cause sth to start
7. beat v g. extremely large
8. bite n h. a disagreement
9. bleed v i. to find smb or sth attractive and pleasant to look at
10. cabin crew n j. steep slope down which people can slide
11. chute n k. to use your teeth to cut into small pieces
12. coast n l. describes a person, animal, thing or activity that could harm you
13. companion n m. to put smb or sth in danger of being damaged or destroyed
14. crime n n. the land next to( or close to) the sea
15. damage v o. in an aircraft, the people whose job it is to take care of the passengers
16. dangerous adj p. very much
17. dearly adv q. to lose blood
18. endanger v r. illegal activities
19. enormous adj s. a person you spend a lot of time with
20. explode v t. smb who enjoys and seeks dangerous and exciting experiences

1. explosion n a. long sharp teeth
2. fame n b. large area of land covered with trees and plants, usually larger than a wood
3. fangs pl n c. hurt or physically harmed
4. flight

attendant n
d. a stream of water that goes into the air through a small hole

5. folk hero n e. a short rest period between the two parts of a sports game
6. forest n f. the measurement of sth from end to end
7. forestry adj g. when you are recognized by many people because of your achievements, skills
8. fountain n h. the science of planting and taking care of large areas of trees
9. furiously adv i. smb who serves passengers on an aircraft
10. guide n j. when sth such as a bomb explodes
11. gun n k. unfriendly and not liking or agreeing with sth
12. half-time n l. a tropical forest in which trees and plants grow very closely together
13. hammock n m. a person whose job is showing a place or a route to visitors
14. headline n n. tools, usually with a metal blade and a handle, used for cutting
15. hostile adj o. a weapon from which bullets or shells are fired
16. injured adj p. in a very angry way
17. jungle n q. to (cause to) arrive at a place after moving down through the air
18. knives pl n r. a line of words printed in large letters as the title of a story in a newspaper, or broadcast on 

television or radio
19. land v s. a type of bed that consisting of a net or long strong cloth which you tie between two trees
20. length n t. smb who is popular with and respected by
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1. locker n a. an animal that lives in hot countries, has a long tail and climbs trees.
2. lost his cool b. allowance to do it
3. mend v c. to store sounds or moving pictures using electronic equipment so that they can be heard or 

seen later
4. monkey n d. a long piece of ground with smooth hard surface on which aircrafts take off and land
5. overhead adj e. a reptile with a long cylindrical body and no legs
6. PA system n f. a pill which you take to help you to sleep better
7. permission n g. the place sth comes from or starts at, or the cause of something
8. quit v h. lost his control over himself because of anger
9. react v i. understanding and caring for someone else's suffering
10. record v j. to say that you will not do or accept sth
11. refuse v k. to act in a particular way as a direct result of sth else
12. robbery n l. moving slowly on the ground
13. runway n m. to refuse to continue working because of an argument with an employer about working 

conditions, pay levels or job losses
14. sleeping pill n n. to repair sth that is broken or damaged
15. snake n o. to play a role in a film, s/he is the main actor in it
16. source n p. a public address system
17. star v q. above your head, usually in the sky
18. strike n r. the crime of stealing from somewhere or smb
19. sympathy n s. to stop doing sth or leave a job or a place
20. taxiing v t. a cupboard, often tall and made of metal, in which someone can keep their possessions

1. tem per n a. dishonestly taking smb's belonging and keeping it
2. terrified adj b. a journey in which you go somewhere, usually for a short time, and come back again
3. theft n c. a page of information on the Internet about a particular subject, that forms a website
4. thieves p l n d. a group of people who live together, sharing the same language, culture and history
5. tribe n e. a container for holding flowers or for decoration
6. trip n f. when smb becomes angry very quickly
7. vase n g. people who steal
8. webpage n h. very frightened
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UNIT 4

Match the words with their definitions.

1. allergic adj a. smb or sth pleasing to look at
2. ambition n b. a sweet that you chew to get its flavour
3. aspirin n c. a substance like rock, formed in the sea by a small animal, that is often used in jewellery
4. automated adj d. to join or be joined
5. beauty n e. a strong wish to be successful, powerful, rich
6. branch n f. a tall metal structure with a long horizontal part to lift and move heavy objects
7. breeze v g- to say that sth is wrong or not satisfactory
8. broccoli n h. pure blue
9. brochure n i. having an allergy
10. calorie n j- having a very pleasant taste or smell ^
11. can n k. a common drug which reduces pain, especiall\headaches
12. chemist's n 1. the colour, style and arrangement of furniture in a room
13. chewing gum n m. a closed metal container in which some types of drink and food are sold
14. complain v n. describes coffee or tea without caffeine
15. connect v o. a type of small magazine that contains pictures and information on a product or a company
16. coral n P- products made from milk
17. courage n q- the energy unit which measures the amount of energy that food provides
18. crane n r. a part of sth larger
19. crystal blue n s. the ability to control your fear in a dangerous or difficult situation
20. dairy adj t. a shop where you can buy medicines
21. decaffeinated

adj

u. a fully automated system

22. decor n V. a vegetable with a thick green stem and a tree-like green top
23. delicious adj w. a light and pleasant wind

1. descend v a. unhappy because smb or sth was not as good as you hoped
2. dessert n b. to cook sth by direct heat
3. diner n c. a holiday that a man and a woman take immediately after their marriage
4. direct debit n d. to go or come down
5. disappointed

adj

e. an island nation in the Indian Ocean-Arabian Sea area

6. excitement n f. to drive smb somewhere s/he needs
7. expression n g. used to say that smb may try sth freely
8. fasten v h. sweet food that we eat at the end of a meal
9. fry V i. produced by using magic
10. give smb a lift v j. to fasten sth at the top and leaving the other parts free to move
11. grill V k. to give sth to smb for a short period of time and receive it back later
12. hang v 1. a small restaurant at the side of the road
13. heights n m. to cook food in hot oil or fat
14. help yourself n. making a lot of noise
15. homemade adj o. having a lot of industry and factories...
16. honeymoon n p. an arrangement for making payments
17. industrial adj q. to become firmly fixed together, or in position, or closed
18. lend v r. made at home and not bought from a shop
19. limit n s. the distance from the top to the bottom of sth, or being tall
20. loaf n t. when you say what you think or show how you feel using words or actions
21. loudly adv u. a single piece of bread which is shaped and baked and can be sliced for eating
22. magical adj v. the greatest amount, number that is possible or allowed
23. Maldives n w. a feeling of being excited, or an exciting event
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1. mango n a. a shop that sells mainly alcoholic drinks
2. meaning n b. someone whose job is to deliver and collect letters
3. nut n c. a flat raised area or structure
4. off-licence n d. a machine that performs jobs automatically, which is controlled by a computer
5. patent n e. relating to love or a close loving relationship
6. pick up v f. a belt which fastens around smb travelling in a vehicle or aircraft
7. platform n g. a container, usually round, especially for cooking food
8. portion n h. sea creatures that live in shells and are eaten as food
9. postman n i. to leave your job or stop working because of old age or ill health
10. pot n j. the dry fruit of particular trees which grows in a hard shell
11. prawn n k. in a circular direction or position; around
12. programme n l. (of food) not cooked
13. raw adj m. to cook food in an oven or over a fire
14. restriction n n. a person who owns and manages a small shop
15. retire v o. the official legal right to make or sell an invention for a particular number of years
16. roast v p. large fish that has sharp teeth and a triangular fin on their back
17. robot n q. a small sea animal that can be eaten and which has a shell and ten legs
18. romantic adj r. a part or share of sth larger
19. round adj s. what sth expresses or represents
20. seat belt n t. a broadcast on TV or radio
21. shark n u. an official limit on sth
22. shellfish n v. an oval tropical fruit with a smooth skin
23. shopkeeper n w. to lift smb or sth using your hands

1. sitting n a. a flat, often thin piece of food that has been cut from a larger piece
2. slice n b. a strong, pale brown alcoholic drink (originally from Scotland and Ireland, made from grain 

such as barley, maize or rye)
3. snack bar n c. the act of cleaning kitchen plates, pans, glasses, forks...
4. software n d. animals which live in or near water and have a thick shell to protect and cover their body
5. sparkling adj e. a period when a meal is served in a place like a hotel
6. spectacular adj f. the water which comes out of the taps in a building
7. speechless adj g. 1000 kilograms
8. spiral stairs pl n h. can not speak because you are so angry, shocked, surprised, etc.
9. steam v i. sth or smb that has fallen to the bottom of the sea
10. still adj j. a computer screen that you touch to get information
11. sting rays pl n k. not moving
12. sunken adj l. a small informal restaurant where small meals can be eaten or bought to take away
13. tap water n m. under the surface of the water
14. tip n n. fish from the area between the two tropics
15. tonnes pl n o. to have a heaviness of a stated amount
16. touch screen n p. the hot gas that is produced when water boils
17. tropical fish pl n q. very exciting to look at
18. turtles pl n r. stairs which have a curved shape, each one wider than the one before
19. underwater adj s. a small amount of money given to smb for service
20. washing-up n t. a sparkling drink which is fizzy (= contains many small bubbles of gas)
21. weigh v u. a large flat round fish with a long tail that has poisonous points on it
22. whisky n v. the instructions which control what a computer does; computer programs
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UNIT 5

Match the words with their definitions.

1. advertise v a. a landlocked country in Eastern Europe
2. afterwards adv b. the scientific study of the chemistry of living things
3. amazed adj c. the tenth sign of the zodiac, represented by a goat ( period from 23 December to 20 

January)
4. apply v d. the person who is in charge of an organization and who tells others what to do
5. arrange v e. to ride a bicycle
6. Belarus n f. money, which should be returned, or the state of owing sth
7. billion n g. great harm, damage or death
8. biochemistry n h. the test for checking the driving techniques
9. boomerang n i. to make sth known in public, to sell it
10. boss n j. very pleased
11. camping n k. the number 1 000 000 000
12. Capricorn n 1. married in the past but not now married
13. celebrate v m. later
14. communicate v n. a curved stick that after you throw comes back to you
15. contaminate v o. to plan, to organize
16. cycling n p. to take part in enjoyable activities to show that this occasion is important
17. debts pin q. extremely surprised
18. delighted adj r. to make sth less pure or make it poisonous
19. disaster n s. to share information with others by speaking, writing, moving your body
20. divorced adj t. when you stay in a tent on holiday
21. driving test n u. to request sth, especially by writing or sending in a form

1. exams pin a. to argue with someone and stop the friendship \
2. experts pin b. to want sth to be true
3. fall out v c. smb who gives advice to people about the law and speak for them in court
4. farmers pin d. an adult, used especially when talking to children
5. fed up adj e. to take care of or be responsible for smb/sth
6. fluent adj f. to feel sad that a person or thing is not present or not next to you
7. full-time adj g. when good things happen to you by chance
8. get on v h. smb who can speak a language easily, well and quickly
9. grown-up adj i. tests of a student's knowledge in a subject
10. heavy adj j. a fungus with a round top and short stem
11. hope n k. very unhappy
12. immediately adv 1. doing sth whole working week
13. jumper n m. now or without waiting or thinking
14. lawyer n n. treatment for illness
15. look afer v o. to try to find information from a book or on a computer
16. look up v p. people with a high level of knowledge or skill; a specialist
17. lucky adj q. clothing made from wool which covers the upper part of the body and the arms
18. medicine n r. to manage or deal with a situation, especially successfully
19. miserable adj s. weighing a lot
20. miss v t. bored, annoyed or disappointed
21. mushrooms pin u. people who own a farm or take care of it

1. nephew n a. a person who does medical work, especially in an emergency, but who is not a doctor or 
nurse

2. newsagent n b. to meet and speak to smb in a friendly way when they come to your place
3. nuclear adj c. the sport of riding on a wave on a special board
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4. owe v d. a way of discovering what smb knows by questions or practical activities
5. paramedic n e. a son of your sister or brother, or a son of the sister or brother of your husband or wife
6. petrol n f. a feeling of sadness about sth wrong, or your mistake
7. philosophy n g. making you feel worried and nervous
8. phrase book n h. when there is not enough of sth
9. pretty good i. a fuel for cars, aircraft and other vehicles
10. prime minister n j. when many vehicles are close together and cannot move or moving very slowly
11. produce n k. a main meal we eat in the evening
12. run out of l. understanding the nature of reality and existence, the use and limits of knowledge
13. regret v m. the leader of the government in some countries
14. stressful adj n. using the power produced when the nucleus of an atom is divided
15. supper n o. good enough
16. surfing n p. a small book with helpful groups of sentences and words in a foreign language
17. test n q. to need to pay or give sth to smb because they have lent money to you
18. traffic jam n r. to make sth or bring sth into existence, create
19. warm welcome s. a shop which mainly sells newspapers and magazines
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UNIT 6

Match the words with their definitions.

1. annoyed adj a. to stop feeling upset, angry or excited
2. blond adj b. a feeling of confusion that smb feels visiting a country they do not know
3. bring up v c. describes sth that has no water or other liquid in, on, or around it
4. busier adj d. producing, using original and unusual ideas
5. busiest adj e. superlative degree of "busy"
6. calm down v f. an imaginary line around the middle of the Earth that has equal distance from the North and 

the South Poles
7. career n g. when smb or sth grows or changes and becomes more advanced
8. cheerful adj h. the general weather conditions
9. citizen n i. working hard, giving attention to a particular thing or having a lot of things to do
10. climate n j. treating smb in a right or reasonable way
11. creative adj k. knowledge or skill from doing, seeing or feeling things
12. culture shock n l. based on the belief in freedom and equality between people
13. customers pl n m. with little or no light
14. darker adj n. a person who is a member of a country and who has rights because of being born there
15. democratic adj o. to care for a child until it is an adult
16. development n p. relating to money or how money is managed
17. driest adj q. happy and positive
18. equator n r. angry
19. experience n s. people who buy goods or a service
20. fair adj t. the job or series of jobs that you do during your working life
21. financial adj u. with pale yellow or gold hair

1. florist's shop n a. telling the truth or able to be trusted
2. foreign adj b. often unfriendly because angry or unhappy
3. friendly adj c. to confuse
4. generation n d. relating to herbs or made from them
5. heart-breaking

adj
e. a country which is situated in the western Pacific Ocean

6. hectic adj f. untidy
7. herbal adj g. full of activity; very busy and fast
8. honest adj h. a country which lies on the equator with the Indian Ocean to the south-east
9. humid adj i. biggest in size or amount
10. incredible adj j. causing extreme sadness
11. intelligent adj k. kings of ancient Egypt
12. investment n l. putting money, effort, time into sth to make a profit
13. Kenya n m. the same age in a society or in a particular family
14. largest adj n. the official right to belong to a particular country
15. messy adj o. able to learn and understand things easily
16. mix up v p. behaving in a pleasant, kind way towards smb
17. moody adj q. impossible, or very difficult to believe
18. multicultural adj r. belonging or connected to a country which is not your own
19. nationality n s. including people who have many different customs and beliefs
20. pharaohs pl n t. shop which sells cut flowers and plants for inside the house
21. Philippines n u. containing extremely small drops of water in the air

1. qualities pl n a. to make known or show sth that is surprising or that was previously secret
2. reliable adj b. to be everywhere around sth
3. religion n c. to work for; to do your duty to
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4. reveal v d. a large group of people who live together in an organized way, making decisions about how 

to do things
5. safe adj e. having everything ordered and arranged in the right place
6. salary n f. not in danger or likely to be harmed
7. selfish adj g. pleased or grateful for sth
8. serve v h. one of two children born to the same mother on the same occasion
9. shy adj i. from the continent in the Western Hemisphere, mostly in the Southern Hemisphere
10. skies pl n j. the belief in and worship of a god or gods
11. society n k. covered in water or another liquid
12. South

American adj
l. smb who thinks of own advantage

13. surrounded adj m. behaving in a way that is accepted as correct
14. system n n. the sky in a particular state or place
15. temperature n o. can be trusted or believed because they work or behave well
16. thankful adj p. rich
17. tidy adj q. nervous and uncomfortable with other people
18. twin n r. the measured amount of heat in a place or in the body
19. wealthy adj s. characteristics or features of smb or sth
20. well-behaved

adj
t. a way of doing things

21. wetter adj u. a fixed annual amount of money agreed as payment for an employee
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UNIT 7

Match the words with their definitions.

1. accountant n a. to find information, a place or an object for the first time
2. acre n b. an event with different kinds of flowers available for the public to look at
3. ancestors pin c. a person who paints the inside or outside of buildings and other related work
4. Ancient

Civilisations npl
d. to receive money, a house, etc. from smb after they have died

5. archeology n e. an accident, especially that damages a vehicle
6. aristocracy n f. smb who writes about or studies history
7. charming adj g. a person from a newspaper or a television station, to report on a particular subject from a 

foreign country
8. complete v h. your grandmother's mother
9. correspondent n i. -to make whole or perfect -to finish doing something
10. crash n j. extremely interested
11. decorator n k. pleasant and attractive
12. discover v 1. a large area of land in the country which belongs to a family or an organization used for 

farming
13. Duchess n m. a class of people who hold high social rank
14. Duke n n. when smb works or does a job for you and you pay them for it
15. economist n o. the study of the buildings, graves/tools which belonged to people in the past
16. electrician n p. when objects such as paintings are shown to the public
17. employ v q. the companies involved in the process of producing films
18. estate n r. human society with its well-developed social,Cultural organizations from a long time ago
19. exhibition n s. a person who puts in and checks electrical wires
20. fascinated adj t. people related to you who lived a long time ago
21. film industry n u. a person who studies or has a special knowledge of economics
22. flower shows 

pi n
v. a measuring unit of an area (equal to 4047 square metres or 4840 square yards)

23. great
grandmother n

w. a man of very high rank in a country, or the ruler of a small independent country

24. historian n x. smb who keeps or examines the records of money received, paid and owed by a company or 
person

25. inherit v y. the title of a woman who is married to a duke

1. interpreter n a. smb who studies or writes about the meaning of life
2. kindness adj b. a photographer working for a newspaper
3. librarian n c. smb whose job is to change what smb else is saying into another language
4. magnificent adj d. a person who works in a hotel, office or hospital and welcomes, helps visitors and answers 

the telephone
5. musician n e. the people who belong to the family of a king and queen
6. ninth f. being kind
7. parkland n g. a member of a government or law-making organization
8. passion n h. to move along, faster than walking, by taking quick steps
9. persuade v i. a person who works in a library
10. philosopher n j. an expert who studies or works in one of the sciences
11. politician n k. extremely big
12. press

photographer n
1. the hearings of statements and showing of objects, in a court of law to judge whether a 

person is guilty of a crime
13. receptionist n m. places where ships are built or repaired
14. royalty n n. smb who is skilled in playing music, usually as a job
15. running v o. things that are happening and the conditions that exist at a particular time and place
16. scientist n p. "9th" written as a word
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17. several pron q. a set of connected rooms, especially in a hotel
18. shipyards pl n r. to make someone do or believe sth by making them believe the reason
19. similarities pl n s. an area of open land with grass and trees
20. situated adj t. when people or things are the same
21. situation n u. very good, beautiful
22. suite n v. a very powerful feeling for example love, hate, anger or other emotion
23. trials pl n w. some; an amount that is not exact but is fewer than many
24. vast adj x. in a particular position
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UNIT 8

Match the words with their definitions.

1. achievement n a. a shirt for a woman or girl
2. aftershave n b. a competition to do better than other people, usually in which there are prizes
3. aggressive adj c. a game played especially in North America by two teams of nine players
4. allergy n d. involving competition
5. antibiotic n e. the group of people together in one place to watch or listen to a play, film, smb speaking
6. audience n f. to try very hard to keep sth
7. baseball n g. a medicine or chemical that can destroy harmful bacteria in the body or limit their growth
8. blouse n h. people who climb mountains for sport
9. boisterous adj i. a condition that makes a person become ill or health problem because they have eaten 

some food
10. casual wear n j. liking to talk a lot in a friendly, informal way
11. chatty adj k. behaving in an angry and violent way towards another person
12. climbers pin 1. clothes that are not formal or not suitable for special occasions
13. cling on v m. a liquid with a pleasant smell which a man puts on his face after shaving
14. competitive

adj
n. noisy, energetic and rough

15. contest n o. when you have succeeded in doing sth very good and difficult

1. determined adj a. racing in go-carts
2. diagnosis n b. making you feel extremely tired
3. diarrhoea n c. an organ of the body/plant secretes (= produces) liquid chemicals that have various purposes
4. dive v d. the set of necessary tools, clothing, etc. for a particular purpose
5. endlessly adv e. calm, kind or soft
6. equipment n f. in a never finishing way
7. exhausting adj g. an illness usually caused by eating food that contains harmful bacteria
8. fever n h. to jump into water, especially with your head and arms going in first
9. figure n i. an infectious illness which is like a very bad cold, but which causes a fever
10. fit adj j. an illness when smb goes to the toilet more often than usual because of eating sth
11. flu n k. healthy and strong, especially as a result of exercise
12. food poisoning n 1. a judgment about what an illness or problem is, made after examining it
13. gentle adj m. the shape of the human body or an amount expressed in numbers
14. glands pin n. wanting to do sth sC> much that nobody and no difficulty can stop you
15. go -karting n o. when the body temperature is higher than usual and the heart beats very fast

1. gold medal n a. the organ in your chest that sends the blood around your body
2. gymnastics n b. a person who behaves in a stupid way
3. haulage n c. a competition in which women athletes compete in seven sports events
4. heart n d. the sport or activity of riding a horse
5. heat n e. a disease in a part of your body caused by bacteria or a virus
6. heptathlon n f. the quality of being hot or warm
7. high jump n g. a competition in which javelins (long sticks with a pointed end) are thrown
8. hopeless adj h. a substances, such as water, that is not solid or a gas and that can be poured easily
9. horse-riding n i. the business of moving things by road or railway
10. imbecile n j. without hope
11. infection n k. a big yellow or black dog with short hair
12. javelin throw n 1. physical exercises and activities to increase the body's strength and the ability to move and 

bend easily
13. labrador n m. a sports event in which a person runs up to a mark and then jumps as far forward as they can
14. liquids pin n. a sport in which competitors try to jump over a bar supported on two poles
15. long jump n o. a small disc of gold which is given to the person who wins a competition, especially in a sport
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1. nerves pl n a. easily upset by the things people say or do
2. patient n b. a piece of paper on which a doctor writes the details of the medicine or drugs that smb 

needs
3. penicillin n c. a sport in which a person jumps from an aircraft and falls for as long as possible before 

opening a parachute
4. psychotherapist

n
d. to get back sth lost, especially health, ability, possessions, etc.

5. polite adj e. a group of long thin fibres that carry information or instructions between the brain and 
other parts of the body

6. pouring n f. the sport of climbing mountains
7. prescription n g. a sports competition in which a heavy metal ball is thrown from the shoulder as far as 

possible
8. racing n h. making a substance flow from a container into another container
9. recover v i. the sport or activity of using boats with sails
10. rock climbing n j. a person who is receiving medical care
11. sailing n k. the condition of being ill
12. sensitive adj l. behaving in a way that is socially correct and shows understanding other people's feelings
13. shot put n m. competition in races
14. sickness n n. a type of medicine which kills bacteria; a type of antibiotic
15. skydiving n o. someone who gives people psychotherapy

1. sneeze v a. larger than usual
2. sore adj b. not tidy
3. sporty adj c. extremely good, beautiful or enjoyable
4. squash n d. when air and often small drops of liquid suddenly come out of your nose and mouth in a 

way you cannot control
5. sublime adj e. a device used for measuring temperature, especially of the air or in a person's body
6. suit n f. a jacket and trousers or a jacket and skirt that are made from the same material
7. swallow v g. bent so that the original shape is changed or destroyed
8. swollen adj h. painful and uncomfortable because of injury, infection or too much use
9. symptoms pl n i. a popular and exciting place for tourists
10. thermometer n j. feelings of illnesses or physical or mental changes which are caused by a particular disease
11. tourist spot n k. describes smb who enjoys sport and is good at it
12. twisted adj l. to cause food, drink, pills, etc. to move from your mouth into your stomach by using the 

muscles of your throat
13. untidy adj m. a game played between two or four people on a special closed 

playing area which involves hitting a small rubber ball against a wall
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UNIT 9

Match the words with their definitions.

1. absolutely adv a. to try to hurt or defeat using violence
2. address v b. the time when someone is a child
3. advice n c. to (cause to) curve
4. anniversary n d. a book about a person's life, written by that person
5. ashamed adj e. a remark that expresses approval, admiration or respect
6. attack v f. behaving in a way that is not accepted as correct
7. autobiography n g. a printed form, used instead of money, to make payments from your bank account
8. badly-behaved

adj
h. feeling guilty or embarrassed about sth you have done

9. battle n i. to be hurt, damaged or destroyed by fire or extreme heat
10. behaviour n j. a particular situation or example of sth
11. bend down v k. the day on which an important event happened in a previous year
12. best-known adj 1. the way how smb behaves
13. best -seller adj m. stop working
14. break down v n. an opinion which someone offers you about what you should do or how you should act in a 

particular situation
15. burn v o. a book which is extremely popular and has been sold in very large numbers
16. case n p. to speak or write to smb
17. cheque n q. publicly known
18. childhood n r. completely
19. compliment n s. a fight between armed forces

1. cruel adj a. sth which is known to have happened or to exist
2. disgusting adj b. written artistic works
3. escape v c. extremely interesting
4. evil adj d. the pale light of the moon \
5. fables pin e. not guilty of a particular crim e ^ ^
6. fact n f. easy to recognize because of being seen, met, heard, etc. before
7. familiar adj g. a person who is very skilled in a particular job or activity
8. fascinating adj h. to say/write sth which is not true in order to deceive smb
9. fatigue n i. short stories that tell a general truth or are only partly based on fact
10. fiction n j. to be in or move into a horizontal position on a surface
11. get rid of v k. to give sth to smb for a short period of time, expecting it to be given back
12. homesick adj 1. extremely unkind and unpleasant and causing pain
13. immediate adj m. happening or done without delay or very soon after sth else
14. innocent adj n. unhappy because of being away from home for a long period
15. lend v o. morally bad, cruel, or very unpleasant
16. lie v (lied, lied) p. to remove or throw away sth unwanted
17. lie v (lay, lain) q. any imaginary frightening creature
18. literature n r. the type of book or story which is written about imaginary characters and events and not 

based on real people and facts
19. master n s. to get free from sth, or to avoid sth
20. monster n t. extreme tiredness
21. moonlight n u. extremely unpleasant or unacceptable

1. murder n a. describes sb's face or skin if it has less colour than usual
2. narrative n b. poems in general as a form of literature
3. novels pin c. to behave as if sth is true when you know that it is not, especially in order to deceive people 

or as a game
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4. pale adj d. a close, usually short relationship of love between two people
5. personality n e. a liquid that has a magical effect on sb who drinks it
6. poetry n f. a person whose job is to take care of sheep and move them from one place to another
7. potion n g. to smell sth by taking air in through your nose
8. pray v h. a story or a description of a series of events
9. pretend v i. this person behaves so differently at different times that they seem to have more than one 

character.
10. psychological

adj
j. to leave a place or person secretly and suddenly

11. publish v k. the ability to see
12. race v l. the type of person you are, which is shown by the way you behave, feel and think
13. romance n m. people who are employed in another person's house, doing jobs such as cooking and 

cleaning
14. run away v n. the crime of intentionally killing a person
15. servants pl n o. to make information available to people, especially in a book, magazine or newspaper
16. shepherd n p. to (cause to) compete in a race or to move or go fast
17. sight n q. relating to the human mind and feelings
18. sniff v r. to speak to a god either privately or in a religious ceremony
19. split

personality n
s. long printed stories about imaginary characters and events

1. strength n a. sb who travels
2. strident adj b. a wild animal of the dog family
3. success n c. have enjoyment, happiness or satisfaction, or sth that gives this
4. suspect v d. to make sb worried, unhappy or angry
5. take pleasure v e. bad people who harm other people or break the law
6. terror n f. to think or believe sth to be true or probable
7. tiring adj g. to walk around slowly relaxed or without a clear purpose/direction
8. treveller n h. unpleasant to look at; not attractive
9. true adj i. uncontrolled, violent or extreme
10. ugly adj j. the ability to do things that need a lot of physical or mental effort
11. u pset adj k. if, or not (used especially to report questions, express doubts)
12. villagers pl n l. highly admired by many people for your qualities or achievements
13. villains pl n m. making you feel tired
14. wander away v n. to speak very quietly, using the breath but not the voice
15. well-respected

adj
o. describes a sound which is loud, unpleasant and rough

16. whether conj p. right and not wrong; correct
17. whisper v q. a person who lives in a village
18. wild adj r. violent action which causes extreme fear
19. wolf n s. the achieving of the results wanted or hoped for
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UNIT 10

Match the words with their definitions.

1. access v a. a device that produces electricity to provide power
2. arrangements 

pl n
b. in the order in which a series of events happened

3. badly -written 
adj

c. a part of a building consisting of rooms that are partly or completely below the level of the 
ground

4. ball -point pen n d. a service which you can telephone in order to find out someone's telephone number
5. basement n e. with no difficulty or effort
6. battery n f. popular at a particular time
7. blogger n g. a pen with a small metal ball at the end that puts ink on the paper
8. browsing v h. a large amount of information stored in a computer system in such a way that it can be 

easily looked at or
9. chronologically

adv
i. the way in which living things change and develop over millions of years

10. commercial adj j. more than average, but less than very
11. complaint n k. a person whose job is to design or build machines, engines or electrical equipment.
12. copy v l. a piece of work of a low quality
13. database n m. to guess the cost, size, value, etc. of something
14. decorate v n. to produce something so that it is the same as an original piece of work, or to behave, dress, 

speak, etc
15. directory 

enquiries n
o. to add something to an object or place, especially in order to make it more attractive

16. easily adv p. plans for how sth will happen
17. employee n q. when sb says that sth is wrong or not satisfactory
18. engineer n r. to look at information on the Internet
19. estimate v s. sb who is paid to work for sb else
20. evolution n t. to open a computer file in order to look at or change information in it
21. fairly adv u. related to buying and selling things
22. fashionable adj v. sb who writes a blog

1. fears pl n a. to bring something into existence
2. feature n b. to have something that legally belongs to you
3. flatmate n c. bigger than usual; too big
4. found v d. containing too many people or things
5. gadget n e. a very upsetting or frightening dream
6. introduce v f. unpleasant emotions or thoughts that you have when you are frightened or worried by 

something dangerous
7. keeping up to 

date
g. sb's whose job is to use and control a machine or vehicle

8. landline n h. a large number of people or things
9. last v i. using a combination of moving and still pictures, sound, music and words, especially in 

computers or entertainment
10. latest adj j. a typical quality or an important part of something
11. launch v k. a small computer
12. luxury n l. in middle age
13. middle-aged

adj
m. a person who shares an apartment with another person

14. mini computer n n. great comfort, especially as provided by expensive and beautiful things
15. multimedia adj o. a small device or machine with a particular purpose
16. multitude n p. to begin something such as a plan or introduce something new such as a product
17. nightmare n q. being the newest or most recent or modern
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18. operators pl n r. to put sth into use, operation or a place for the first time
19. overcrowded

adj
s. to continue to exist

20. oversized adj t. a cable that carries telephone signals under the ground
21. own v u. to be informed of smth modern, recent, or containing the latest information

1. password n a. a machine that prints books, newspapers or magazines
2. pocket -sized 

adj
b. meeting people who might be useful to know via internet

3. predict v c. a mobile phone that can be used as a small computer
4. printing press 

n
d. to put or keep things in a special place for use in the future

5. rare adj e. the characteristic of often changing and being different
6. recorded 

message n
f. possible to search for words, numbers, and other information in those files

7. reignite v g. to make or do sth again in exactly the same way
8. replace v h. to take the place of something
9. replicate v i. to stop giving your attention to sb or sth
10. routine adj j. simple for people to use
11. search engines 

pl n
k. small enough to fit in your pocket

12. searchable adj l. a secret word or combination of letters or numbers which is used for a computer to prove 
who you are

13. skinny latte n m. the number 1 000 000 000 000
14. smartphone n n. not common; very unusual
15. social

networking
o. low in fat espresso type coffee

16. store n p. computer programs which find information on the Internet by looking for words which you 
have typed in

17. switch off v q. to get rid of sth that you do not want any more
18. throw away v r. information which is kept for the future by writing or storing on a computer
19. trillion n s. a usual or fixed way of doing thing
20. user-friendy

adj
t. to make sth such as a disagreement or worry that was disappearing grow stronger

21. variety n u. to say that an event or action will happen in the future, especially as a result of knowledge 
or experience
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UNIT 11

1. academy n a. unable to see
2. antiques pl n b. a person who trains a choir and is in control of their singing when they perform
3. awards pl n c. a large hole in the side of a hill, cliff or mountain
4. backache n d. to reach the same quality or standard as someone or something else
5. based in e. an extremely hard valuable stone which is used in jewellery, and in industry for cutting hard 

things
6. blind adj f. describes music that is considered to be part of a long especially formal tradition and to be 

of lasting value
7. boarding 

school n
g. a school where students live and study

8. bridesmaid n h. situated in the main place or area in which something or someone works, lives or does 
business

9. bury v i. a state of unconsciousness from which a person cannot be woken
10. buyer n j. to put a dead body into the ground
11. catch up v k. something which is put on or over something else to protect it, to keep something in
12. cave n l. one of a group of people who work together
13. chance n m. one of a set of American prizes given each year to the best film, the best male or female 

actor in any film and to other people involved in the production of films
14. choir n 

/kwaisr/
n. to deal successfully with a difficult situation

15. choirmaster n o. a girl or woman who during the marriage ceremony helps the bride
16. classical adj p. to ask for something forcefully
17. collegue n q. a group of people who sing together, especially in a church
18. coma n r. an organization intended to protect and develop an art, science, language, etc., or a school 

which teaches a particular subject or trains people for a particular job
19. coping v s. an occasion which allows something to be done; an opportunity
20. covered adj t. something made in an earlier period and collected and valued because it is beautiful, rare, 

old or of high quality
21. demand v u. someone who buys something expensive such as a house
22. diamond n a pain in your back

1. digging v a. having formally agreed to marry
2. drama n b. someone's way of living
3. elite adj c. extremely good news
4. engaged adj d. the richest, most powerful, best educated or best trained group in a society
5. entertain v e. main role
6. exact adj f. to put furniture, a machine or a piece of equipment into position and make it ready to use
7. expecting a 

baby
g. a play in a theatre or on television or radio, or plays and acting generally

8. expel v h. popular or successful series
9. fantastic news n i. to be pregnant
10. fond of j. the main offices of an organization such as the army, police or a business company
11. generosity n k. to break up and move soil using a tool, a machine or your hands
12. Great to hear 

from you!
l. used to say you have not heard of smb for a long time

13. great-grandson
n

m. having a great liking for someone or something

14. guy coll n. to take a person away illegally by force, usually in order to demand money in exchange for 
releasing them

15. headquarters n o. to keep a group of people interested or enjoying themselves
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16. hit series pin P- to communicate or continue to communicate with someone by using a telephone or writing to them
17. install v q- n great detail, or complete, correct or true in every way; precise
18. It's been ages r. a man
19. keep in touch v s. the quality or condition of being generous
20. kidnap v t. the grandson of your child
21. leading role n u. to force someone to leave a school, organisation or country
22. lifestyle n V. an expression used to say you are happy to see/hear smb you haven't seen for long

1. digging v a. having formally agreed to marry
2. drama n b. someone's way of living
3. elite adj c. extremely good news
4. engaged adj d. the richest, most powerful, best educated or best trained group in a society
5. entertain v e. main role
6. exact adj f. to put furniture, a machine or a piece of equipment into position and make it ready to use
7. expecting a 

baby
g. a play in a theatre or on television or radio, or plays and acting generally

8. e xp e lv h. popular or successful series
9. fantastic news n i. to be pregnant
10. fond of j. the main offices of an organization such as the army, police or a business company
11. generosity n k. to break up and move soil using a tool, a machine or your hands
12. Great to hear 

from you!
1. used to say you have not heard of smb for a long time

13. great-grandson
n

m. having a great liking for someone or something

14. guy coll n. to take a person away illegally by force, usually in order to demand money in exchange for 
releasing them

15. headquarters n o. to keep a group of people interested or enjoying themselves
16. hit series pin p. to communicate or continue to communicate with someone by using a telephone or writing to them
17. install v q. n great detail, or complete, correct or true in every way; precise
18. It's been ages r. a man
19. keep in touch v s. the quality or condition of being generous
20. kidnap v t. the grandson of your child
21. leading role n u. to force someone to leave a school, organisation or country
22. lifestyle n v. an expression used to say you are happy to see/hear smb you haven't seen for long

1. meanness n a. having very strong feelings or emotions
2. millionaires pin b. a fact or piece of information which shows that something exists or is true
3. model n c. liking social events where a group of people meet to talk, eat, drink, dance, etc., often in 

order to celebrate a special occasion
4. modest adj d. how words are pronounced
5. nan n e. unable to move or act
6. overdose n f. when you words say that you will certainly do
7. paralysed adj g. too much of a drug taken or given at one time, either intentionally or by accident
8. party-loving

adj
h. someone who introduces a television or radio show

9. passionate adj i. informal for grandmother
10. photograph v j. liked, enjoyed or supported by many people Л
11. plague v k. not usually talking about or making obvious your own abilities and achievements
12. plant v 1. to put something firm ly and strongly in a particular place
13. popular adj m. something which a copy can be based on because it is an extremely good example of its type
14. postgraduate n n. to cause worry, pain or difficulty to someone or something over a period of time
15. pregnant adj o. a picture produced using a camera
16. presenter n p. people who have at least 1 000 000 in their country's money
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17. promises pl n q. a student who has already got one degree and is studying at a university for a more 

advanced qualification
18. pronunciation n r. the quality of being unwilling to give or share things, especially money
19. proof n s. having young developing inside the womb

1. ransom n a. strong; not easily broken or made weaker or defeated
2. release v b. a large sum of money which is demanded in exchange for someone who has been taken 

prisoner
3. remarry v c. a very sad event or situation, especially one involving death or suffering
4. rush v d. to give freedom or free movement to someone
5. serious adj e. the way in which someone is treated and educated when they are young, especially by their 

parents
6. show tunes pl n f. a large amount of money or valuable possessions that someone has
7. split up v g. a sudden change in the blood supply to a part of the brain, which can cause a loss of the 

ability to move particular parts of the body
8. stroke n h. used to say that smb is sorry for smth or regrets doing smth
9. Swedish adj i. describes a person whose husband or wife has died
10. sweetheart n j. a series of musical notes, especially one which is pleasant and easy to remember; a melody 

of a show
11. terribly adv k. related to or from medieval period
12. the arts pl n l. not joking or intended to be funny
13. tough adj m. very sad, often involving death and suffering
14. tragedy n n. to go or do something very quickly
15. tragic adj o. the skills of making objects, such as decorations, furniture and pottery
16. Tudor adj p. to marry again
17. upbringing n q. very badly
18. wealth n r. from, belonging to or relating to Sweden
19. What a shame! s. a person you love, especially a person you have a romantic relationship with
20. widowed adj t. when two people end their relationship
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Match the words with their definitions.

1. a click of the 
fingers

a. the parts of the whole physical structure that forms a person or animal

2. alien n b. a sudden violent movement of the Earth's surface, sometimes causing great damage
3. angle n c. when flames stop producing fire because nothing remains that can burn.
4. atmosphere n d. a short, sharp sound produced by fingers
5. axis n e. the way in which trade, industry or money is organized, or the study of this
6. block v f. to fall down suddenly because of pressure or having no strength or support
7. body parts pl n g. coming from a different country, race, or group; foreign or relating to creatures from 

another planet
8. burn out v h. a sudden painful feeling that you get when electricity flows through your body
9. collapse v i. make the temperature lower or if a feeling starts to become less strong
10. cool v j. the corner of a building, table, or anything with straight sides
11. crossroads n k. to make someone more likely to do something, or to make something more likely to happen
12. decrease v l. a place where two roads meet and cross each other
13. dilemmas pl n m. the mixture of gases around the Earth
14. Earth n n. to cause a liquid to change to a gas, especially by heating
15. earthquake n o. to become less, or to make something become less
16. economics n p. a real or imaginary straight line which goes through the centre of a spinning object
17. electric shock n q. to increase in size, number or importance
18. encourage v r. situations in which a difficult choice has to be made between two different things you could 

do
19. evaporate v s. to prevent movement through something, or to prevent something from happening or 

succeeding
20. expand v t. the planet third in order of distance from the Sun, between Venus and Mars

1. express v a. relating to the whole world
2. extreme adj b. one of the independent groups of stars in the universe
3. first team n c. to take and keep something in your hand or arms
4. flash n d. causing harm
5. fundamentally

adv
e. in a basic and important way

6. galaxy n f. describes a physically attractive man or woman
7. gas n g. when your knowledge about an activity or a situation is recent
8. global adj h. a gas that is lighter than air, will not burn
9. good-looking

adj
i. to shine brightly and suddenly, or to make something shine in this way

10. government n j. the group of people who officially control a country
11. gravity n k. the lightest gas, with no colour, taste or smell, that combines with oxygen to form water
12. harmful adj l. initial team
13. healthcare n m. not likely to happen or be true
14. helium n n. half of a sphere, especially the Earth
15. hemisphere n o. very large in amount or degree/great
16. hold v p. when something gets better or when you make it better
17. hydrogen n q. the force which attracts objects towards one another, especially the force that makes things 

fall to the ground
18. improbable adj r. to show a feeling, opinion or fact
19. improvement n s. the set of services provided by a country or an organization for the treatment of the 

physically and the mentally ill
20. in touch t. a substance in a form like air that is neither solid nor liquid
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1. increasing adj a. a chemical element which electricity and heat can travel through
2. infinite adj b. the pale strip across the sky which you can see at night, and which is part of the galaxy
3. junk food n c. thinking that bad things are more likely to happen
4. life expectancy n d. doing smth intentionally, not by accident
5. Mars n e. in a way that smth becomes larger in amount or size
6. Mercury n f. smth that can be watched carefully how it happens
7. metal n g. of great value because of being rare, expensive or important
8. microchips pin h. without limits; extremely large or great
9. Milky Way n i. an occasion when you take a meal with you to eat outside in an informal way
10. miraculous adj j. round objects which move in the sky around planets
11. moons pi n k. food that is unhealthy but is quick and easy to eat
12. observable adj 1. an extremely large round mass of rock and metal, which moves in a circular path around the 

Sun or another star
13. oceans pin m. the length of time that a living thing, especially a human being, is likely to live
14. on purpose n. small solid pieces of medicine which a person swallows without chewing
15. permanently

adv
o. very large area of sea

16. pessimistic adj p. the planet fourth in order of distance from the Sun, after the Earth and before Jupiter
17. picnic n q. very effective or surprising or difficult to believe
18. pills pin r. always and forever
19. planet n s. the planet closest in distance to the Sun, before Venus
20. precious adj t. very small pieces of semiconductor, especially in a computerconductor, especially in

1. radiation n a. the sun and the group of planets which move around it
2. require v b. dying because of not having enough food
3. rotate v c. the period of time over which something happens
4. rotation n d. to (cause to) turn in a circle, especially around a fixed point
5. skyscrapers pin e. to (cause to) become warm (= less cold)
6. solar system n f. the planet second in order of distance from the Sun, after Mercury and before the Earth. It 

is the nearest planet to the Earth.
7. starving adj g. suggestions that something unpleasant or violent will happen, especially if a particular 

action or order is not followed
8. suitable adj h. a coward (= person who is not brave) = in slang
9. support V i. to need or make necessary
10. threats pin j. something that makes you understand there is a possible danger or problem
11. time scale n k. everything that exists, especially all physical matter, including all the stars, planets, galaxies, 

etc. in space
12. universe n 1. an object that causes a feeling of great surprise and admiration
13. Venus n m. when something moves in a circle around a fixed point
14. volcano n n. the ability to use your knowledge and experience to make good decisions and judgments
15. wage n o. to agree with and give encouragement to someone or something because you want them to 

succeed
16. warm v p. a fixed amount of money that is paid, usually every week, to an employee
17. warning n q. very tall modern buildings, usually in cities
18. wisdom n r. a mountain with a large circular hole at the top through which lava gases, steam and dust 

are forced out
19. wonders pin s. acceptable or right for someone or something
20. wuss n t. a form of energy that comes from a nuclear reaction and that can be very dangerous to 

health
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